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AYSO Area 1C 
Referee Assigning Information 

Under-19 and Under-16 Upper Division Play 

Spring Cup, 2022 

 

Assigning Instructions for the 2022 Upper Division Spring Cup Season 

The following is a general outline of the assigning process for the 2022 Upper Division Spring Cup 

Season.  Assignments made close to game time require skipping many of these steps.  Referee 

volunteers whose names have been submitted to garner Referee Points for their Region will have 

preference.  Every volunteer has been ranked according to Area and Region evaluations of their abilities 

and games they are approved to referee or assist.  These rank numbers should correspond to the game 

difficulty evaluation that is established by Area.  Games for the Upper Division Spring Cup Season. will 

be assigned by Scott Davis (law18rules@gmail.com). 

Steps 

1. On Arbiter, review the Master Schedule tab on the Schedule page to identify dates and specific 

games you are interested in.  Take the initiative and send an email to Scott at 

law18rules@gmail.com for that game, indicating you are available.  

2. I will send out email requests for interest in advance as the schedule is known. 

3. If you are available and interested in working as a referee or assistant, please respond to the 

request as soon as possible.  Please continue to indicate interest for upcoming dates and games as 

your personal schedule becomes known to you. 

4. I will contact nominee Referees and ARs via phone, personal email, or Arbiter email.   

5. Nominees will generally have two days to accept or decline any assignment.   

a. If you decline an assignment, you will be “blocked” from other Upper Division games that 

day.  If you have a specific issue with the assignment, you should communicate it to me in 

the form that pops up. 

b. If you accept the game, the game will show in your Arbiter schedule and you will receive a 

reminder email 2 days prior to the game. 

6. Approximately 3 days before the game date, games may be placed on “Self Assign”.  Games on 

Self-Assign will be visible to volunteers based on the game difficulty rank and your Arbiter rank.  

These games can be viewed by clicking “Self Assign” on the Schedule page. 

 

Game Difficulty Ranking Default (Some games may differ) 

Division Maximum Rank to self-assign 

Boys 19 140 

Girls 19, Boys 16 200 

Girls 16 250 

 

 


